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credit for any of the links posted, unless otherwise specified. If you see something that belongs to you and you want to remove it, please let me know. Last update: October 22, 2020 I was listening to @alterlovepodcast, they've reached S2E7, they talked about Noora telling William she wanted to wait for sex until marriage. And they took what Noora said at
face value. No no, it's wrong, Noora is clearly making an excuse, and William is clearly not buying it! I had to go back and check my Subtext and Culture series because of course I would have written something about it because it's obviously subtext, the characters certainly don't matter what they say? Ironically, I didn't write a word about it! Because for me,
in my culture, it was so blindingly obvious that Noora was making an excuse that it never occurred to me to explain this piece of dialogue, even if it is almost 100% subtext. This dialogue is actually part of a sub-beach covering the entire season, so this post will discuss the scenes between S2E7 and S2E12. Let's go! Here is the first piece of dialogue in S2E6.
William and Noora finally got together after the Syrian!-party S2E5, and that's the morning after. and due to the season 2 hiatus, it's been two weeks since they got together. Perhaps they've been spending the weekend at William's, it's Monday morning, and they just woke up, he's talking about getting naked together, and that's when Noora says she wants to
wait until after marriage. William clearly doesn't buy it and jokes it off, and when Noora says she's serious he calls her bluff and agrees to marry. Because Noora doesn't want this either, she directs the conversation with a joke about her name. What actually happens in this arena is that William is Noora for her acceptance of sex because of her expectation is
that this is something you get after making and sleeping together. Noora doesn't want to have sex with William yet because of backstory reasons, but she's not ready to talk about it with him yet, so she makes up an obvious false excuse not to have sex with her. It's S2E7, and the dialogue from the previous episode is once again being brought up. William
says it was a funny joke, but Noora sticks with his excuse, so William backs off completely, leaving Noora confused. William then says that he wants to wait until the marriage itself, and when Noora calls him to it, he immediately contradicts himself. What actually happens in this scene is that William again asks Noora for consent to sex because they perform
heavily and he wants to go further. When Noora rebuffs him again, he gets super confused because Noora sends him some mixed signals, but he backs off completely. This in turn jaus noora because she doesn't understand why he's stopping all of a sudden. When William says he thinks it's cool to wait, he knows that Noora is lying to him, and he implicitly
calls him using the same lie himself. He's trying to get her to talk about why she's lying about why she doesn't want to have sex with her. And then, in S2E10, the sky opened itself, and the backstory finally revealed in all its ugliness. Noora got hurt really bad in the past, and she doesn't want to repeat that. She wants to hold off sex with William until she is
sure she can trust that she doesn't have some one-night stand on him, some victory that he will refuse when they've had sex, just like her one and only previous boyfriend did. Eva reacts with concern, because sex thirteen is really unusual. The average age of sexual debuts in Norway is seventeen, so Noora was too early. The story didn't end there though,
because this event was a trigger for her to develop an eating disorder, and it's very likely that this is also why she basically fled to Madrid to get away from everyone. Given her description of her parents, it's also very likely that she either never really told them about it or that she did, and didn't get the support she needed from them. S2E12, the main piece of
the season is settled, and our couple again lying in bed, making out heavy. What actually happens in this scene is that William knows that if he asks Noora for her consent again, she is going to say no and repeat the same old stupid excuse. Instead, he rejects her, and when he tells her to respect her, he really tells her to please trust him and please tell him
what is actually happening. And from Noora's facial expression, we can see that she finally realizes that it is serious, and that she is Their. So here comes the backstory, again, and this time we can get confirmation that this event contributed to her developing an eating disorder. William says that he apologises for what Nico did to him, but he also means that
he apologises for what Noora's ex-friend did to her and that he understands why she has rejected him. In the end, he got the truth from Noora, knowing from the beginning that waiting until the marriage excuse was a lie. And finally, to close off this subplot during the season, Noora clearly gives William her consent to have sex so they do. The end of the story.
This subplot aims to show teenagers how important consent is. Because everyone talk about what horrible fuckboys penetrators are, William and the rest of them actually abide by the consent of 100%. Every time Noora tells William to resign, he does it. And one time William tells Noora to back off, she does it, even if the scene has had a bit of a laugh with
William's boner preventing her from going to english class. The only person in the show who doesn't agree with Nicholas, the villain of the season, just unredeemably bad character throughout the series. And it shows how important the show feels it is because there's no grey area here to show. You ask for it, you respect the answer you get, and if you don't,
you're just a villain. Anonymous asked: Hi there. First of all I would like to thank you for all the hard work you put into this site, it is greatly appreciated. I wanted to ask if you know about Norwegian subtitles for the series, I would like to use them for language learning purposes. Thank you very much. Anonymous asked: Hello! Do you know where I can find out
how school year characters are? In seasons 1 and 2, all characters are first-year students, with the exception of William and P-Chris, who are third-year students. In seasons 3 and 4, all the heroes are second-year students, with the exception of Emm, who is a first-year student, and even one who is a third-year student. (William, P-Chris, Sonja, and the
balloon team have all graduated.) Anonymous asked: Omgg I live im california and i just want to know is there i can watch skam im us english subs like france one and norway one like is there website or something ive is serching And can't find anything please let me know ~ bri ~ Yes, you watch it on my Tumblr. This is a website to watch it. You're in the right
place! You're not the first person to ask, so I seriously wonder how people use Tumblr? How can you fire off to ask me without seeing my Tumblr, where are the links to all seasons and episodes? Isn't that something? Or are people just scrolling through my latest posts on their panels, thinking this site works like Facebook? EDIT: Tumblr is weird about the
mobile app. Now there are links to each season description as well, that should appear and work in the app. Anonymous asked: I'm not sure you mention it in your subtext posts, but can you explain why characters often say phrases in English? Like Isak saying sounds easy. Do Norwegians (or Europeans in general) often do this? English is my first language
and at the top of my head, the only non-English phrase I could use is like c'est la vie Funnily enough, one foreign thing the characters in every remake are told is italian ciao. But yes, everyone learns English as their second language, English-speaking media is everywhere. So English words and expressions creep, like any other lingua franca du jour has
done throughout history.
arfel asked: Hello, thanks for the whole cultural context you explained. I found SKAM a month ago and now I'm totally fascinated not only by the show, but by Norwegian culture too. I have two questions about norwegian words used in S03E10 (at a pre-Christmas party): What word Isak uses sentence of Personal Assistant and
Friend, it doesn't sound like kjæreste at all. Second: which word Isak uses very close to the end, because fake and boring live, it does not sound like kjedelig. Thank you :-) Uh, he says both kjæreste and kjedelig, and there's absolutely nothing strange with your desperateness, it sounds totally alright. First sentence: Even Bech Næsheim trenger støttekontakt
og kjæreste. Second sentence: Mye pit enn å ha det fake og kjedelig. Anonymous asked: Thanks for explaining the school year thing/ referring to people's year of birth! I found it strange the first time watching, especially students not separated by the school year. In British schools, Jonas, Sana and Magnus would be teaching the year under Eva, Isak and
Noora as they were born after August 31st. I never really realized how strange it is for an international audience because it is so incredibly entrenched in society in the Nordic countries because the school year cutoff is a calendar year so that children are always grouped together with birthyear. This means that all spiritual groups are accompanied by people
with the same year of birth as at exactly the same age. And people born next year are all year younger. Like S2E1, Eva is making fun of Jonas because he's flirting with a '00 girl. Eva's birthday is in June, Jonah's birthday is in December, so there's almost a 50% chance that this anonymous girl was born in early 2000, which would make her closer to the age
of Jonas than Eva Jonas. But none of these issues, their actual age is irrelevant. Jonas and Eva are '99ers, this girl is in '00, so Jonas and Eva are the same age and this girl is one whole year younger. Anonymous asked: Your series on screening episodes is really intrresting! i love reading them! You're welcome, I enjoyed writing wannabebroadwaysinger
asked: Hi! Your posts on subtext and culture are so helpful, and when I watch one of the episodes now I have your post open and cross-reference everything. I knew Julie Andem is a freaking genius, but I know now that her genius can't be measured. I have a question and it might very well be a stupid question, but is the cardamom on a cheese toast an
actual Scandinavian dish or is it some inside joke that I'm missing on on? We use cardamom a lot of Indian dishes, and I absolutely hate it. KARDEMOMME! The scene, like many others, was the only actors to improve the scene without a fixed script. They actually talk about pancakes, but the rest of that footage was reduced during editing, and the only part
they kept in the episode was Isak saying it's important with a lot of cardamom. It actually had absolutely nothing to do with the grilled cheese they ate, but later they decided to include the show as if it happened, so it showed up in episode 6 when they awkwardly meet in the cafeteria, and even a drawing that Isak found after he came out to Jonas.In
Scandinavia, cardamom is pretty much used just for some type of bread, and quickly google shows that there are recipes for cardamom pancakes , but this is not very common in my experience. Anonymous asked: I just recently discovered (and finished) skam after seeing gif sets of newer remakes and I wanted to thank you with all my heart for all the time
and effort you put toward sharing this wonderful, incredible series with the rest of the world, and especially for the accuracy and respect of how you did it. skam has changed my life, inspired and moved me, but without your help its impact would've been much more diminished. its from me, and countless others around the world, takk on the alt I was also late
for the party, and when I found it, it was already fading from the internet because people were not interested in keeping the archives. I'm so happy that I could help newcomers watch the series today because although it's been five years since it started, it's still holding quite well! Also!
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